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The paper presents an e�cient trajectory generation and tracking approach for

multi-rotor air vehicles operating in urban environment, which takes into account un-

certainties in the urban wind �eld and in the vehicle's parameters. Generated trajecto-

ries are su�ciently smooth, based on the di�erential �atness of the vehicle's dynamics

and optimal in the sense of minimum agility and time. They pass through given set

of way points, guarantee �ight without a side-slip, and satisfy vehicle's dynamics and

actuator constraints. In addition, an algorithm is presented to compute the required

power to traverse the generated trajectory. Presented algorithms are implementable

in real time using on-board computers. They do not take into account the vehicle's

existing �ight controller, hence there is no guarantee that the controller will be able to

provide acceptable tracking of the generated trajectory, especially in the presence of at-

mospheric disturbances. To this end, we propose an adaptive augmentation algorithm

to improve vehicle's performance by taking into account the e�ects of disturbances

and on-line estimates of vehicle's existing �ight controller's gains. The algorithms
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have been veri�ed by simulations using DJI S1000 octocopter's model.

I. Introduction

Drones are becoming increasingly popular for research, commercial and military applications

due to their a�ordability resulting from their small size, low cost and simple hardware structure.

One of the critical aspects of these uses is the reliable navigation and control of the drones in an

urban environment, where a complex and uncertain wind �eld can be dangerous for �ight operations.

Many e�orts have been directed to compensating for the wind e�ects in control settings. In

[7], the wind e�ects are estimated by a nonlinear disturbance observer and used to design a path

following controller. In [1], a controller is presented to achieve trajectory tracking for kinematic

models of unmanned aerial vehicles. In [8], a linear observer with integral action is used to stabilize

a quad-rotor at hover �ight taking into account only the wind e�ects in roll and pitch angles. In [4],

L1 adaptive control augmentation of the baseline outer-loop controller is used for position tracking

in the presence of wind disturbances. In [11], path-following guidance method is presented in the

presence of quasi-constant but unknown wind disturbances. A quaternion-based adaptive attitude

control for a quad-rotor in the presence of external disturbances is considered in [13].

Trajectory generation problems in the wind �eld have received less attention. In [3], a time

optimal trajectory generation method in known constant in time and linear in space wind �eld is

presented for the kinematic model of quad-rotors. In [17] and [12], minimum time algorithm and

trochoid curves are respectively used for path planning in known steady uniform wind �elds for

�xed wing UAVs. These approaches are not applicable in urban environment since the wind �eld

may not be uniform or known. For this reason wind estimation techniques have to be employed to

accommodate for the trajectory generation.

One way to estimate the wind components is using air data measurements from available on-

board sensors (see for example [2], [5] and references therein). While this approach may be suitable

for �xed wing UAVs, no reliable air data sensors have been reported for the multi-rotor UAVs in

the literature to our best knowledge. In [16], we have proposed an adaptive wind estimation based
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approach to generate a feasible trajectory for multi-rotors. However, this trajectory generation

methods do not address the air vehicle desired orientation design along the trajectory, which is

critical from the sensors �eld of view perspective and for the operations e�ectiveness.

In this paper we build on the results of [16] and present an e�cient trajectory generation and

tracking approach for multi-rotor air vehicles operating in urban environment, which takes into

account uncertainties in the urban wind �eld and in the vehicle's parameters. It is assumed that

the inertial position and velocity of the vehicle's center of mass, orientation angles and the angular

rates are available for feedback through on-board sensor package. In addition, it is assumed that the

estimation algorithms from [16] are implemented on the on-board computer to accurately estimate

the atmospheric drag forces and moments, the wind linear and angular velocities and accelerations

in real time. The approach includes a set of real-time algorithms to generate trajectories of the vehi-

cle's center of mass and yaw angle, compute the required power to traverse the generated trajectory

and augment the existing �ight controller with an adaptive outer-loop. The generated trajectories

are su�ciently smooth, based on the di�erential �atness of the vehicle's dynamics and optimal in the

sense of minimum agility and time. In addition to passing through a given set of way points, they

guarantee �ight without a side-slip, and satisfy vehicle's dynamic and actuators constraints. The

trajectory generation and power computation algorithms are computationally inexpensive and easily

implementable in real-time using on-board computers. They do not depend on the vehicle's existing

�ight controller, and can be implemented on any vehicle. However, the accuracy of tracking these

trajectories may vary vehicle-to-vehicle, especially in the presence of atmospheric disturbances. The

proposed adaptive augmentation algorithm provides a robust and accurate tracking performance by

explicitly taking into account the e�ects of atmospheric disturbances and on-line estimates of uncer-

tainties in the vehicle's control coe�cients. The bene�ts of the approach have been demonstrated

through the simulation for an octocopter �ying in the cityscape with a simulated wind �eld.

II. Motivation

Many drone operations require directed sensors such as camera or Lidar when operating in

GPS degraded environment. These sensors need to be aligned with the direction of motion in order
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to provide necessary information for the operation. However majority of path/trajectory planning

algorithms care only about the vehicle's center of gravity position in the environment, which may

result in loosing some obstacles from the �eld of view. Therefore there is a need to de�ne the vehicle's

orientation along the trajectory at any time instance. One way of doing it is to use the di�erential

�atness properties of the multi-rotor's dynamics following [9]. Two singularities arise when going

forward with this approach. First singularity results from the fact that when way-points do not

make a straight line, the velocity vector has to instantaneously change the direction at a way point,

which is possible when the velocity is zero there. This is not an e�cient planning strategy. In

addition, when the velocity is zero, the air vehicle's orientation cannot be de�ned using approach

given in [9]. This scenario is displayed in Fig. 1. Second singularity results when the air vehicle

�ies vertically up or down. In this case the velocity vector is parallel to the thrust and the approach

from [9] is not applicable as well.

Fig. 1 Instantaneous velocity vector rotation at the way-point.
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III. Drone's Dynamic Model

A. Equations of Motion

The dynamics of the multi-rotor vehicle's center of mass in the East-North-Up Earth (inertial)

frame (FE) are given by

ṙ(t) = v(t) (1)

mv̇(t) = RB/E(t)eB3 fT (t) + fD(t) +mg ,

where r(t) = [x(t) y(t) z(t)]> is the position of the center of mass in FE , v(t) = [vx(t) vy(t) vz(t)]
>

is the inertial velocity, m is the mass, fT (t) is the total thrust generated by the rotors, RB/E(t) is

the rotation matrix from the body frame FB (Forward-Left-Up) to FE , e
B
3 = [0 0 1]> is the third

unit vector of FB , fD(t) is the aerodynamic drag force and g = [0 0 −g]> is the gravity acceleration.

The vehicle's rotational dynamics about the center of mass are given in the frame FB as

ṘB/E(t) = RB/E(t)ω×(t) (2)

Jω̇(t) = −ω(t)× Jω(t) + Jmωm(t)ω̄(t) + τ (t) + τD(t) ,

where ω(t) = [p(t) q(t) r(t)]> is the angular rate of FB with respect to the inertial frame FE

expressed in FB , J = diag(J1, J2, J3) is the vehicle's inertia matrix (the body frame is aligned

with the principal axes of inertia), Jm is the rotor inertia about the axis of rotation (assuming

identical for all of them), ω̄(t) = [−q(t) p(t) 0]>, ωm(t) =
∑n
i=1(−1)iΩi(t), Ωi(t) is the i-th rotor

angular rate about its axis of rotation, τ (t) is the torque generated by the rotors, τD(t) is the

aerodynamic rotational drag torque.

It is assumed that all motors generate thrust in the positive z-direction in FB frame (eB3 ), and

fT (t) =
∑n
i=1 fi(t), where fi(t) is the thrust generated by the i-th rotor at time t.

B. Atmospheric E�ects

The aerodynamic drag force is modeled in the body frame as fBD = [−cDx
vBax |v

B
ax | −

cDyv
B
ay |v

B
ay | − cDzv

B
az |v

B
az |]
>, where the drag coe�cients cDi are constant for each axis i = x, y, z,

vBa (t) = vB(t) − wB(t) is the vehicle's relative to the air velocity expressed in the body frame,

and wB(t) is the wind inertial velocity expressed in the body frame.The drag force is translated to
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the inertial frame as fD = RB/Ef
B
D. The rotational drag torque is modeled in the body frame as

τBD = [−cτxωBax |ω
B
ax | − cτyω

B
ay |ω

B
ay | − cτzω

B
az |ω

B
az |]
>, where coe�cients cDi are constant for each

axis i = x, y, z, and ωBa (t) = ω(t) − ωBc (t) is the vehicle's relative to air angular rate expressed in

the body frame, which includes the air mass circulation rate (or vorticity) ωBc (t) expressed in the

body frame. We refer interested reader to [16] for details. Since the drag coe�cients and the wind

components (velocities and accelerations) can be unknown, for the purposes of this paper we use the

estimates f̂D(t), τ̂BD(t), ŵB(t), ω̂Bc (t), ĈD(t) and Ĉτ (t) and their derivatives computed according

to algorithms presented in [16].

IV. Trajectory Generation

In this section we present a trajectory generation algorithm that takes into account e�ects of

atmospheric disturbances in the multi-copter's dynamics using the estimates ŵ(t), ω̂c(t), ŝv(t) =

f̂D(t)/m and ŝω(t) = J−1τ̂BD(t) and their derivatives from the previous section. For this purpose,

we consider the simpli�ed equation of motion

v̇(t) = f̄(t)RB/E(t)eB3 + g + ŝv(t) , (3)

where the rotation matrix RB/E(t) evolves according to equation

ṘB/E(t) = RB/E(t)ω×(t) , (4)

and the mass-normalized total thrust f̄(t) = fT (t)
m and the angular rate ω(t) are viewed as control

inputs. The justi�cation of this simpli�cation is that the controller designed for the angular rate

dynamics

ω̇(t) = −J−1ω(t)× Jω(t) + Jmωm(t)J−1ω̄(t) + J−1τ (t) + ŝω(t) (5)

can provide fast and accurate tracking of the angular rate commands in the presence of rotational

drag with or without wind.

Our objective is to generate a minimum time trajectory without side-slip through given way-

points Pi, i = 1, . . . , N , where P1 can be the vehicle's current position. In particular, a straight

segment (Pi−1, Pi) is generated when the way-points Pi−1, Pi, Pi+1 are aligned for each i =
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2, . . . , N . Otherwise, two new points P−i and P+
i are placed equidistant from Pi respectively on

the intervals [Pi−1 Pi] and [Pi Pi+1] such that the triangle (P−i , Pi, P
+
i ) is obstacle free. Then

a straight segment (Pi−1, P
−
i ) and a curved segment (P−i , P

+
i ) are generated, and Pi is replaced

with P+
i for the next step.

To generate a straight portion (Pi−1, Pi) we use the modi�ed jerk minimization approach of

[16], which takes into account the estimate ŝv(t) of the aerodynamic drag and its derivative. In this

case, we need only a single axis motion primitive generated via an optimal control problem for the

system

...
s (t) = u(t) (6)

with performance index

J =

∫ tf,i

0

u2(τ)dτ (7)

and a proper selection of initial s0, ṡ0, s̈0 and �nal sf,i, ṡf,i, s̈f,i conditions and corresponding

transformation of dynamic constraints. The resulting closed form solution s(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ tf,i is a 5th

order polynomial in time (we refer the interested reader to [10] for details).

The boundary conditions are set as follows. Let vector pi denote the radius-vector of the way-

point Pi. Then the direction of the trajectory ri(t) between way-points Pi−1 and Pi is given by a

unit vector hi−1 = (pi−pi−1)/di, where di = dist(Pi−1, Pi). Hence, ri(tf,i−1+τ) = pi−1+s(τ)hi−1

for 0 ≤ τ ≤ tf,i. It follows that the initial conditions can be selected as s0 = 0, ṡ0 = vi−1, s̈0 = ai−1,

where vi−1 = ‖ṙi−1(tf,i−1)‖ is the speed and ai−1 = ‖r̈i−1(tf,i−1)‖ is the acceleration, which are

available from the previous portion for i > 1 or are the vehicle's speed and acceleration at current

time t for i = 1. The �nal conditions are set to sf,i = di, ṡf,i = vi, and s̈f,i = 0, where the �nal

speed vi is left free if the next leg of the trajectory is along the same line or computed from the

perspective of a feasible turn, which will be detailed shortly.

To set the dynamic constraints we notice that equation (3) implies that the mass-normalized

total thrust magnitude necessary to traverse the trajectory ri(t) satis�es the constraint

f̄(t) = ‖s̈(t)hi−1 − g − ŝv(t)‖ (8)
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The orientation of the thrust vector is de�ned in this case only by the pitch angle, since the roll

angle is zero for the this trajectory. Therefore, following the steps from [16] we obtain

|ω2
y(t)| ≤ 1

f̄(t)

∥∥∥...s (t)hi−1 − ˙̂sv(t)
∥∥∥ . (9)

Obviously, ωx = 0 and trajectory ri(t) can be traversed using only two control inputs f̄ and ωy. ωz

will be de�ned later to make side-slip angle equal to zero.

Taking into account physical constraints on the total thrust

0 ≤ fmin ≤ f̄(t) ≤ fmax , (10)

and limitations on the angular rates due to sensors

−ωmax ≤ ωBa (t) ≤ ωmax , (11)

which directly takes into account the estimate of wind vorticity ω̂Bc (t), we compute and time-to-go

tf,i following the steps from [16].

It can be shown that the presented algorithm always �nds a feasible trajectory, which is optimal

in the sense of performance index (7) (aggressiveness of the traverse as explained in [10]) and

suboptimal in the sense of time-to-go within a user de�ned margin (see details in [16]).

To generate curved portion (P−i , P
+
i ) of the trajectory, we �rst solve a minimum time bank

angle command problem using second order simpli�ed system with torque as an input

min tf , (12)

s̈(t) = τ(t)

s(0) = 0, ṡ(0) = 0, s(tf ) = φmax, ṡ(tf ) = ωmax,

|τ | ≤ τmax ,

where φmax, ωmax and τmax are respectively maximum allowable bank angle, angular rate and torque

values. This constraint optimization problem is solved using Pontryagin's maximum principle. The
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resulting closed form solution is given by the equation

s(t) =



π1(t) , 0 < t ≤ t1

π2(t) , t1 < t ≤ t2

π3(t) , t2 < t ≤ t3

(13)

where time instances t1, t2, t3 and polynomials π1(t), π2(t), π3(t) are de�ned as follows. If

√
τmaxφmax ≤ ωmax, then

t1 =
√

φmax

τmax
, t2 = t1, t3 = 2t1

π1(t) = τmax

2 t2 − φmax, π2(t) = 0, π3(t) = − τmax

2 t2 + 2τmaxt1t− φmax − τmaxt
2
1 ,

otherwise

t1 = ωmax

τmax
, t2 = t1 + φmax

ωmax
, t3 = t1 + t2

π1(t) = τmax

2 t2 − φmax, π2(t) = ωmaxt− φmax − τmax

2 t21, (14)

π3(t) = − τmax

2 t2 + (ωmax + τmaxt1)t− φmax − τmax

2 (t21 + t22) .

The minimum time is t3. The minimum time bank angle command is given by φcom(t) = φmax+s(t).

Next we generate a normal acceleration command according to equation

an(t) = amax sin(φcom(t))/ sin(φmax) , (15)

which reaches from zero to the maximum allowable acceleration amax in minimum time. The tra-

jectory is generated according to equations

r̈(t) = annv(t) , (16)

where the unit vector nv(t) is normal to velocity in the plane of way-points P−i , Pi, P
+
i at each time

instance t. The initial position of this trajectory is way-point P−i and the initial velocity is vihi−1

from the previous step. Since the acceleration is always perpendicular to velocity, the magnitude

of vi is constant. To provide su�cient smoothness of the trajectory (continuous derivatives up to

forth order), we impose a constraint for the trajectory to pass through way-point P+
i with a velocity

vihi and zero acceleration, where hi is the unit vector in the direction of [Pi, Pi+1]. To this end we
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compute vi such that the condition a2n(t∗)R(t∗) = v2i is satis�ed for some t∗ before the trajectory

reaches the bisector of angle < P−i PiP
+
i , where R(t∗) is the distance of r(t∗) from the bisector.

Then we set a2n(t) = a2n(t∗) for t > t∗ until trajectory reaches the bisector, which implies that

this portion of the trajectory is a circular arc of radius R(t∗) (see 2 for illustration). The rest of

trajectory is symmetrical about the bisector until it reaches way-point P+
i .

We notice that computed value vi guarantees feasibility of the curved portion of trajectory

between way-points P−i and P+
i with a circular arc in the middle. However to guarantee that the

previous straight portion between way-points Pi−1 and P−i is feasible without velocity reversal, we

set vi = min
(
vi,
√

2amaxdi−1 − v2i−1
)
, where vi−1 is its initial speed and di−1 = dist(Pi−1, P

−
i ) is

the length.

−
iP

R

R

+
iP

1+iP

iP

Pi−1

Fig. 2 Way points make a triangle.

The resulting trajectory is su�ciently smooth and has a non-zero traverse velocity. Therefore

the approach from [9] can be applied to compute the orientation angles of the body frame such

that the side-slip angle is zero. To this end, we �rst obtain the necessary mass-normalized thrust

vector fT (t) = f̄(t)RB/E(t)eB3 to move the vehicle's center of mass along the trajectory r(t) =

[x(t) y(t) z(t)]> as

fT (t) = r̈(t)− g − ŝv(t) , (17)
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which implies that

‖fT (t)‖ = ‖r̈(t)− g − ŝv(t)‖ = f̄(t) , (18)

which is non-zero unless the vehicle is not in �ight. Therefore

eB3 (t) =
fT (t)

f̄(t)
. (19)

Next we compute a unit vector in the direction of velocity, which is always de�ned.

ev(t) =
ṙ(t)

‖ṙ(t)‖
. (20)

Let eB3 (t) and ev(t) are not parallel. Then the body frame second direction can be computed as

eB2 (t) =
eB2 (t)× ev(t)

‖eB2 (t)× ev(t)‖
. (21)

Therefore the vehicle's longitudinal axis direction at each time instance can be de�ned as

eB1 (t) = eB2 (t)× eB3 (t) , (22)

which completes the de�nition of rotation matrix from the vehicle's body to inertial frame, from

which corresponding orientation angles are readily computed.

We notice that eB3 (t) and ev(t) are parallel only when the vehicle �ies vertically. In this case

eB3 (t) = [0 0 1]>, and the other two axes are horizontal, that is φ(t) = 0 and θ(t) = 0 for all t. The

yaw angle command ψ(t) is computed as the minimum time solution of the optimization problem

(12) with the �nal condition corresponding to the direction of next portion of the trajectory and

constraints corresponding to yawing motion of the vehicle.

This completes the minimum time trajectory generation with zero side-slip angle, which com-

prises of position rc(t), velocity vc(t), acceleration ac(t), and orientation angle φc(t), θc(t), ψc(t)

commands as su�ciently smooth time functions.

Remark IV.1 We notice that the estimates of the drag force, drag torque, wind linear velocity,

wind angular velocity and their derivatives are available at current time and at the vehicle's cur-

rent position. Therefore, we use their extrapolation in the trajectory generation assuming constant

derivatives along the trajectory. For example, we use ŵ(τ) = ŵ(t) + (τ − t) ˙̂w(t) as the wind linear
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velocity estimate in forward time τ , where ŵ(t) and ˙̂w(t) are the estimates at current time t. This

approach is justi�ed by the observations that the trajectory generation algorithm is very fast, and

new estimated values can be used to regenerate the trajectory as soon as they became available in the

next sensor sampling time step, which also includes the elapsed time for the estimation.

V. Required Power Computation

Let the remaining trajectory to be tracked by the UAV be rc(τ), τ ≥ t, where t is the current

time, and τ is the forward time along the desired trajectory. It follows from equation (17) that the

thrust vector T c(τ) necessary to track the desired trajectory must at any forward time instance τ

satisfy the equation

T c(τ) = mac(τ)−mg − ŝv(τ) , (23)

where the estimate ŝv(τ) is generated according to Remark IV.1 as ŝv(τ) = ŝv(t) + (τ − t) ˙̂sv(t),

assuming the ṡv(t) is constant along the desired trajectory in forward time.

Given the required thrust T c(τ) and the free stream velocity va(τ) = vc(τ)− ŵ(τ), the power

consumed by motors can be computed using the momentum theory [6]. From the conservation of

momentum, the power Pj consumed by the jth motor to generate thrust Tj can be computed as

Pj = Tj [va,j sinαj + vi,j ] , (24)

where va,j is the free stream airspeed for the jth rotor, αj is the angle of attack, and vi,j is the

induced velocity, which is perpendicular to the rotor's disc. We notice that the va,j sinαj is the

component of the free stream velocity perpendicular to the rotor's disc and is identical for all rotors.

That is, va = ‖va‖ is the vehicle's true airspeed and α is the vehicle's angle of attack de�ned to be

positive for the forward motion. On the other hand, vi,j depends on the rotor's spin rate and can

be computed from the conservation of momentum by solving the equation

vi,j =
Tj

2ρA
√

(va cosα)2 + (va sinα+ vi,j)2
, (25)

where A is the rotor's disc area.

We notice that from the given trajectory the individual motor thrust is not available, therefore

we compute the approximate induced velocity vi,j using the average thrust
Tc(t)
n in (25), where n is
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the number of rotors. Then the induced velocity is the same for all rotors and at each time instance

is computed as the maximal real root of the quartic equation

v4i (τ) + 2va(τ) sinα(τ)v3i (τ) + v2a(τ)v2i (τ) =
T 2
c (τ)

(2ρAn)2
, (26)

which has at least two real roots.

The last unknown term sinα(τ) in (26) can be computed from the projection of va(τ) in the

direction of thrust vector T c(τ). Expressing va(τ) in the body frame as vBa (τ) = RE/Bva(τ), we

notice that the third component vBaz(τ) of vBa (τ) is aligned with the thrust direction. Therefore

vBaz(τ) = (eB3 )>(t)va(τ) =
T>c (τ)

‖T c(τ)‖
va(τ),

where we denote Tc(τ) = ‖T c(τ)‖, and

sinα(τ) =
vBaz(τ)

‖vBa (τ)‖
=
vBaz(τ)

va(τ)
=
T>c (τ)va(τ)

Tc(τ)va(τ)
. (27)

The required total power at any time instance τ ≥ t can be readily computed by adding up the

equations (24)

Pc(τ) =

n∑
j=1

Pj(τ) =

n∑
j=1

Tj(τ)

[
T>c (τ)va(τ)

Tc(τ)
+ vi(τ)

]
= T>c (τ)va(τ) + vi(τ)Tc(τ) . (28)

Equation (28) is used to estimate the power at current time instance t, which is necessary to traverse

the generated trajectory rc(t+ τ), 0 ≤ τ ≤ tf , where tf =
∑N
i=1 tf,i is the time-to-go.

VI. Trajectory Tracking Control Design

The trajectory generation algorithm presented in the previous section does not depend on

the vehicle's existing �ight controller, therefore acceptable tracking performance may not be always

achievable, especially in the presence of atmospheric disturbances. To this end, we design an adaptive

outer-loop augmentation algorithm for performance improvement by taking into account the e�ects

of disturbances and on-line estimates of vehicle's existing �ight controller gains. The schematics of

this augmentation is displayed in Fig. 3.

Let the desired trajectory be given as the altitude zc(t) and orientation angle φc(t), θc(t), ψ−c(t)

commands, which corresponds to estimated atmospheric disturbances. We assume that the existing

�ight controller is a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) control in each channel.
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Fig. 3 Semantics of outer-loop augmentation.

First, we consider the altitude control problem, which is described by the equation

z̈(t) = f̄(t) cosφ(t) cos θ(t)− g + ŝvz(t) (29)

with control input f̄(t) = uz,bl(t) + uz,a(t), where

uz,bl(t) =

(
kp +

ki
s

+ kds

)
(zcom(t)− z(t))

is the baseline PID control with unknown gains kp, ki, kd > 0 and uz,a(t) is the adaptive augmen-

tation to be de�ned later. In the dynamics (29) we use estimates ŝvz(t) instead of the actual drag

force svz(t) motivated by the convergence properties of this estimated given in [16] and avoiding

double estimation in the adaptive control algorithm.

Introducing the tracking error ez(t) = z(t) − zcom(t) and its integral eiz(t), the dynamics (29)

can be written as

ėiz(t) = ez(t) (30)

ėz(t) = evz(t)

ėvz(t) = [kpez(t) + kieiz(t) + kdevz(t) + ua(t)] cosφ(t) cos θ(t)− g + ŝvz(t)− az,com(t) ,

where evz(t) = ż(t)−vz,com(t) is the vertical velocity tracking error. Next, we introduce a prediction
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model for the error dynamics (30) following the steps from [14] as

˙̂eiz(t) = ez(t)− λẽiz(t) (31)

˙̂eiz(t) = evz(t)− λẽz(t)

˙̂evz(t) = [k̂p(t)ez(t) + k̂i(t)eiz(t) + k̂d(t)evz(t) + ua(t)] cosφ(t) cos θ(t)

− g + ŝvz(t)− az,com(t)− λẽvz(t)

where ẽiz(t) = eiz(t)−êiz(t), ẽz(t) = ez(t)−êz(t) and ẽvz(t) = evz(t)−êvz(t) are the prediction errors,

λ > 0 is a design parameter, and variables with "hat" notations are the estimates of corresponding

quantities without "hat", which are updated on-line according to adaptive laws

˙̂
kp(t) = γẽvz(t)ez(t) cosφ(t) cos θ(t) (32)

˙̂
ki(t) = γẽvz(t)eiz(t) cosφ(t) cos θ(t)

˙̂
kd(t) = γẽvz(t)evz(t) cosφ(t) cos θ(t)

with γ > 0 being the adaptive learning rate. The adaptive augmentation uz,a(t) is de�ned as

uz,a(t) = −k̂p(t)ez(t)− k̂i(t)eiz(t)− k̂d(t)evz(t) +
g − az,com(t)− ŝvz(t)

cosφ(t) cos θ(t)

which results in the following prediction error dynamics

˙̃eiz(t) = −λẽiz(t) (33)

˙̃eiz(t) = −λẽz(t)

˙̃evz(t) = [k̃p(t)ez(t) + k̃i(t)eiz(t) + k̃d(t)evz(t)] cosφ(t) cos θ(t)− λẽvz(t)

It can be easily shown that the error system (33) along with the adaptive laws (32) is stable with

quanti�able error bounds, which can be derived following the steps from [16].

Next, we consider the orientation control problem for the system

Ė(t) = H(t)ω(t) (34)

ω̇(t) = −J−1ω(t)× Jω(t) + Jmωm(t)J−1ω̄(t) + J−1τ (t) + ŝω(t) ,
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where we denote

E =


φ

θ

ψ

 , H =


1 sinφ tan θ cosφ tan θ

0 cosφ − sinφ

0 sinφ sec θ cosφ sec θ

 .

The objective is to design adaptive augmentation τ a(t) such that the Euler angle vector E(t) tracks

the commend Ecom(t) = [φcom(t) θcom(t) ψcom(t)]>, assuming that the existing baseline controller

is PID

τ z,bl(t) =

(
Kp +

Ki

s
+Kds

)
eE(t)

with unknown diagonal gain matricesKp, Ki, Kd > 0, where eE(t) = E(t)−Ecom(t) is the tracking

error. Using time scale separation and dynamic inversion techniques, we �rst derive an expression

for the desired angular rate

ωcom(t) = H−1(t)[−c1EeiE(t)− c2EeE(t) + Ėcom(t)] , (35)

where eiE(t) is the integral of the tracking error, c1E > 0 and c2E > 0 are properly chosen control

gains, and H−1(t) is the inverse of H(t) given by

H−1(t) =


1 0 − sin θ(t)

0 cosφ(t) sinφ(t) cos θ(t)

0 − sinφ(t) cosφ(t) cos θ(t)

 .

This results in an exponentially stable error system

ėiE(t) = eE(t) (36)

ėE(t) = −c1EeiE(t)− c2EeE(t) .

Introducing the angular rate tracking error eω(t) = ω(t)−ωcom(t) and deriving the error equation

ėω(t) = −J−1ω(t)× Jω(t) + Jmωm(t)J−1ω̄(t) + ŝω(t)− ωcom(t) (37)

+ J−1 (KpeE(t) +KieiE(t) +KdėE(t) + τ a(t)) ,

we can estimate the unknown quantities from the following prediction model

˙̂eω(t) = −J−1ω(t)× Jω(t) + Jmωm(t)J−1ω̄(t) + ŝω(t)− ωcom(t) (38)

+ J−1
(
K̂p(t)eE(t) + K̂i(t)eiE(t) + K̂d(t)ėE(t) + τ a(t)

)
− λωẽω(t) ,
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where ẽω(t) = eω(t) − êω(t) is the prediction error and λω > 0 is a design parameter. It follows

that the prediction error satis�es equation

˙̃eω(t) = J−1
(
K̃p(t)eE(t) + K̃i(t)eiE(t) + K̃d(t)ėE(t)

)
− λωẽω(t) , (39)

from which the following adaptive laws can be obtained using Lyapunov analysis

˙̂
Kp(t) = γωJ

−1ẽω(t)e>E(t) (40)

˙̂
Ki(t) = γωJ

−1ẽω(t)e>iE(t)

˙̂
Kd(t) = γωJ

−1ẽω(t)ė>E(t)

where γω > 0 is the adaptive learning rate. The augmenting adaptive control is designed as

τ a(t) = ω(t)× Jω(t)− Jr3Ω(t)ω̄(t)K̂p(t)eE(t)− K̂i(t)eiE(t)− K̂d(t)ėE(t) (41)

+ J [ωcom(t)− ŝω(t)− cωeω(t)] ,

where cω > 0 is the control gain. This adaptive augmentation scheme guarantees convergence of

eω(t) to zero and user regulated bounds for the parameters estimation errors K̃p(t), K̃i(t) and K̃d(t)

[14].

VII. Simulation Results

Using the dynamic model of DJI S1000 octocopter, we conducted MatLab simulations to demon-

strate the performance of presented algorithms. A set of Way-points is generated by means of A∗

path planning algorithm for a cityscape given by the 3D digital map, which takes into account

obstacle information provided by on-board sensors. We generate a trajectory through way-points

using the presented algorithm, assuming that the �rst way-point is the octocopter's initial condition.

Then we re-plan the trajectory from vehicle's current position through remaining way-points every 5

sec, which corresponds to time interval required by the sensor information processing and way-points

generation. Figure 4 displays the generated 3D trajectory with corresponding way-points, where

red "star" markers indicate original and inserted way-points, which are traversed by the generated

trajectory, and black markers indicates corner way-points, which are left out.
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Fig. 4 Generated 3D trajectory and corresponding way-points.

For this simulation study, the wind �eld with variable linear and angular velocities in all direc-

tions is introduced such that the wind maximum velocity reaches 6m/s, and the maximum vorticity

reaches 1.7rad/sec.

The wind estimates are computed from the on-line estimation of resulting linear and rotational

drag force and torque according to algorithms presented in [16]. Figures 5 and 6 display the per-

formance of adaptive estimation algorithms for linear and rotational drag respectively. A good

convergence can be observed in all drag components.

Figures 7 and 8 display the estimated and actual wind linear and angular velocity components

along the trajectory of �ight. The observed spikes are numerical errors resulting from frequent

zero-crossing of sign function, which is involved in computations of wind components via inversion

of the corresponding drag component estimate. For example, ŵBz (t) is computed as ŵBz (t) = vBz (t)−
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Fig. 5 Drag force estimation.

sign(ŝBvz(t))
√

m
cDz
|ŝBvz(t)|, where ŝvz(t) is directly estimated [16].

The estimated wind linear and angular velocities are used to generate (regenerate) minimum

time trajectory and corresponding required power, and estimated drag force and torque are used

in control augmentation algorithm to generate necessary total thrust and 3-axis torque, which

consequently are translated into individual motor thrust trough the control allocation technique

from [15].

Figures 9 and 10 display the tracking performance of the augmenting controller in positions and

Euler angles commands. It can be observed that the close tracking is achieved despite severe wind

condition, and that during the tracking of the generated trajectories the roll and pitch angles do

not exceed angle limits of 45deg set in the trajectory generation algorithm.

Figures 11 and 12 display the total thrust and required power computed along the trajectory.
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Fig. 6 Drag torque estimation.

VIII. Conclusion

We have presented a minimum time no side-slip trajectory generation algorithm for multi-

rotor drones �ying in urban wind �eld. This algorithm is based on closed form solutions and is

computational very fast, which allows on-line planning and re-planning as new information about

the wind �led or obstacles becomes available. The adaptive augmentation control algorithm is

designed to estimate the existing �ight control gains and provide acceptable tracking of the generated

trajectories. The bene�ts of presented algorithms were demonstrated in simulations.
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